
Hosford-Abernethy Neighborhood Association
Executive Committee meeting

March 8, 2021

Attending:  Chris Eykamp, Mark Linehan, Jill Riebesehl, Michelle Sprague

Chris, chair of HAND, called into order the Rapid Response Committee of the Executive
Committee to vote on a proposal from its Historic Resources subcommittee. This
procedure was necessary due to time constraints.

Under discussion was the city's Bureau of Development Services' decision to approve a
proposed development that would uphold historic standards in the Ladd's Addition
historic district after a 2019 remodel that violated the district's standards. The full HAND
Board will approve the bureau's action.

The proposal to support the city's approval for the restoration was moved and seconded
and approved by all in attendance.  A letter of endorsement will follow. The need for a
Board vote approving the action will be on the next HAND meeting's agenda,
on March 16.



Date: March 4, 2021

To: City of Portland Bureau of Development Services –

Megan Sita Walker, Land Use Services

From: Hosford Abernethy Neighborhood District (HAND)

Regarding: LU 20-187367 HR  1984 SE Ladd Ave

The HAND Board and Historic Resources Subcommittee would like to express our appreciation to the

owner and his architect for proposing a full rehabilitation of the duplex at 1984 SE Ladd Ave.

Rehabilitation of the duplex to its original Spanish Mission style design will be a significant contribution

to the historic integrity of Ladd’s Addition.  This location in the heart of the neighborhood is highly visible

to neighbors and visitors and the current proposal to bring the duplex back to its original design,

adjacent to its historic twin, is wonderful news.

Since Ladd’s Addition became a national register historic district in 1988 residents have spent years

restoring and maintaining everything from siding and windows to street trees and rose gardens.  The

district has become a destination for picnickers in Ladd Circle, dog walkers, bikers and exercisers enjoying

the pleasant streetscapes, large trees, and long stretches of sidewalk without driveways.

Owning property in a historic district comes with its challenges.  Rules and restrictions can be

overwhelming and frustrating to deal with. However, as a community we all benefit from a vision that

looks at the big picture of how all the pieces fit together to create a whole.

We look forward to seeing the finished project.

HAND


